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CODE OF CONDUCT AS APPROVED BY BOM*

The Code of Conduct as stated in the Constitution will be followed strictly and the
candidates who will use posters, pamplets or any printed material will not be
entitled to contest the election. Also the candidates who deface the University
premises, wall, campus etc. will also not be eligible to contest the election. Only
handmade posters will be allowed and that too at the place specified by the
University/College. This should be strictly followed throughout the academic
session and violators of the same will be debarred from contesting the election and
other appropriate action too will be taken by the DSW.

 No outside persons will be allowed to enter or participate in any way, except
the registered student union. Further no outside vehicles will be allowed to
enter in the college for the pupose of campaigning/convincing and legal
action against the outside persons and vehicle owners will be taken.

 No procession will be allowed and even after election no procession/Vijay
Julus will be allowed and it will be considered Breach of Code of Conduct
& will liable the candidate to be stripped off the post.

 The campaining in College/University will only be allowed at the time
specified by the DSW in consultancy with the respective Dean.

 For the Central Union posts, the candidates will be provided a platform at
University to interact with the students at the time specified by DSW. The
classes will not be allowed to disturb during the election period and also the
candidate or supporters. If found disturbing the classes or taking the students
to Canteen or outside for the parties will be liable for legal action in
accordance to the constitution.

 The candidate or supporters if found organizing any parties or movies etc
then the same will be considered as bribery, under Section 171 (b) IPC and
necessary action will be taken by the DSW.

 One representative of each student union contesting will be included in the
DSW team to ensure and to create harmony among the students.

 All the candidate at the time of filling the nominatin have to give an
affidavit that they have not violated the code of conduct and if found gulity
of the same will not continue on the post till they are not acquitted by
Election tribunal.

 The DSW alongwith the all the A.D.S.W. and Proctors will ensure that the
elections are held strictly in accordance to the constitution of student union
and also all the powers vest in the DSW to take strict legal action.

* Vide resoluation No.T/16 of the meeting of BOM held on 6.11.2015


